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Salary Survey:

Quantitative Functions in the London Market
As the British economy gains momentum and strength, so does confidence in the job market
from employers and employees alike. With confidence comes liquidity and thus the banks
are hiring, the consulting firms are hiring and the buy side firms are hiring too.
2018 is shaping to be a growth year for much of the financial services
industry and for quant analysts, there will be more opportunity and
an encouraging outlook across the board.
The changing landscape of banking due to regulation and technology
means that specific skillsets can rapidly increase in demand. We’ve
seen this with changes in trade reporting regulations, and also with
new trading strategies and platforms. The quantitative work that
inevitably follows has presented opportunities for many, from a job
interest and remuneration perspective.
In response to the scarcity of talent, we are seeing salaries inching
higher early in 2018. This has come at all levels, and particularly

at mid-level roles in leading investment banks. As such Mid-tier
banks will be pushed to assimilate, while some consulting and
advisory firms are struggling to keep up with client requirements.
To maintain both their market share, and their ability to attract
talent, they may have to follow suit with increased compensation.
In summary, the opportunities are there for those who are motivated.
There are a number of exciting roles coming through already this
year, and we are forecasting that to continue for 2018. It’s an ideal
time to consider options, and make wise long term career decisions
in the quantitative space in London as well as further afield.
Whether you are looking to hire, or looking to make a career move,
the Quants division at LMA will add value to your search.

Banking Quant Roles in London - Salary Survey
grad/assoc

avp

vp

director

head of/ED and above

market risk quant	

35-50k

50-85k

80-130k

120-160k

145k+

credit risk quant	

30-50k

45-75k

80-130k

120-160k

145k+

model validation quants

45-55k

55-85k

85-135k

125-185k

160k+

front office pricing quant	

50-75k

60-95k

90-140k

140-220k

200k+

quant developer

45-55k

55-80k

75-125k

120-175k

175k+

